EU WEEE Policy and Take-Back Program
In August of 2005, the European Union (EU) implemented the Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment Directive (WEEE Directive) 2002/96/EC and later, the WEEE Recast Directive
2012/19/EU, requiring producers of electronic equipment to manage and finance the collection,
reuse, recycling and appropriate treatment of waste and electrical and electronic equipment
the producer places on the EU market after August 13, 2005. The goal of this directive is to
minimize the volume of electrical and electronic waste disposal and encourage re-use and
recycling at end of life.
As a hardware manufacturer and distributor Code42 has met its national obligations to comply
with the EU WEEE Directive by registering in those countries in which Code42 is considered a
Producer.
If you have purchased Code42-branded server products in the EU and these products are at the
end of their useful life, please do not dispose of them in municipal waste. In the EU, Code42 is
making a return and collection system available to you for discarding these products in
compliance with the EU WEEE Directive. See the details below for contacting Code42 about
recycling Code42 product.
Waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) and batteries may contain hazardous
substances that can have a potential negative impact on human health and the environment.
As a consumer, you have an important role in recycling this equipment and
contributing to the protection of the environment.
In the European Union, the crossed-out wheelie bin symbol (figure 1) appears on products that
should NOT be included in unsorted municipal waste. Products with
this symbol should be sorted according to the WEEE Directive.
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When Code42 products reach end of life, contact us at
mpc_notify@code42.com to arrange for the environmentally sound
disposal of the product.
Code42 is registered as a WEEE and Battery producer in countries
where we have legal obligations.
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Batteries
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